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Interfaced Systems vs All-in-One Systems: One Size Doesn’t Always Fit All 

 

Many medical software companies begin by manufacturing only an EMR or PMS. Over time these 

companies then add on other options to their portfolio and market “all-in-one” solutions for practices. 

However, EMR functionality is based on scientific thought processes while PMS functionality uses 

mathematics to provide solutions. While an all-in-one seems convenient and practical, such companies 

may not be able to create truly functional and successful products for both systems.  

 

 Feature modules in all-in-one systems may not be as robust as what is available from an 

individual software product.  

 Separate systems allow for fully developed functions to match the software’s purpose. 

  

Consider a practice that has an existing billing system, but wants to add an EMR system. One option is to 

buy a new, different all-in-one system that includes both billing and EMR.  

 

 This may be an easy solution, but the cost of changing the billing system and adding an EMR 

system will be a burden.  

 The time it takes to learn the new billing system will only put more strain on the practice.  

 Using an interface between a billing system and an EMR allows mixing and matching of systems 

to get the best fit for the practice and will provide a smoother transition for workflow.  

 All-in-one systems are becoming increasingly popular, however many of these are truly 

integrated systems.  
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 These systems are often not integrated well and almost defeat the purpose of being an 

all-in-one system.  

 

X-Link offers integrations for product suites within the McKesson umbrella for Lytec to LytecMD or 

Practice Partner, Series 2000 to Lytec MD etc.  

 X-Link provides integration technology as their only manufactured product, focusing directly on 

data integration every day.  

 X-Link allows you to “Link” your EMR with a PMS, allowing seamless integration of information 

while avoiding duplicate data entry.  

 As X-Link operates in "real time" when information is entered into one system, it will automatically 

populate the other system.  

 

We offer references for specific system integrations for a practice to speak one-on-one with 

someone who uses said integration. We verify the references are satisfied with their services and that the 

integration is working properly prior to giving out contact information. Such testimonials are exactly what 

some skeptical practices need to confirm their purchase. 

 

X-Link’s support plan is essential to assure the customer’s software is functioning properly. X-Link 

not only provides support but also performs follow-up Care Calls to ensure everything is working. We 

encourage customers to call us as often as needed to get their product up and running. We can assist 

them in determining if it is an X-Link issue or a vendor issue and what precisely needs to be done next. 

Warranty support is offered on issues due to X-Link software and is non-billable to the customer. 

 

For a customized software consultation, please reach out to your Easy Business Software team at 

sales@x-link.info or call 813-995-2200 / 800-645-2962 


